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Abstract
The ﬁrst edition of the Aspects of Neuroscience Brainhack took place at the Department of
Physics at University of Warsaw, Poland between November 17th and 19th 2017. This
hackathon was one of the satellite events of the Aspects of Neuroscience conference, it
was organized by the Brainhack organization to promote interaction between researchers,
encouraging open (neuro)science and collaborations on projects related to the study of the
nervous system. The event had a total of nine projects on many diﬀerent topics including
functional connectivity research, white matter tractography, classiﬁcation of brain-ageing
biomarkers through machine learning, presentation of a portable one channel EEG
registration device and a do it yourself 3D-printed neurobiology lab. The latter is highlighted
in this paper.
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Introduction
Neuroscience has a long history of experiments carried out with instruments built by
researchers themselves (Boycott 1998, Matthews 2004, Zheng and Trudeau 2015), with
the best-known example being perhaps the work of Alan Lloyd Hodgkin and Andrew
Fielding Huxley on electrical conduction in the squid giant axon, which they carried out with
a bioampliﬁer developed in the lab (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952). The experiments
conducted with the device helped the understanding of neuronal communication and
opened up an entire new study ﬁeld in brain science.
In parallel to building their own tools, researchers also have the option of obtaining their
tools from commercial sources. Although faster and "stress free", this path tends to pose as
a barrier for a lot of labs and groups due to cost barriers and a general lack of availability of
resources; this leads to a stunting of science and education potential (Maia Chagas 2018).
During the workshop students were exposed to this "do-it-yourself" tradition in order to
become empowered with the conﬁdence to make their own tools, take their research ideas
into their own hands, as well as get familiar with the movement to make neuroscience more
open and accessible.
Due to the limited time, a project-based approach was used. Participants were guided
through the building steps of an aﬀordable (~ € 150 / unit) open source neurobiology lab,
"the FlyPi", (Chagas et al. 2017), which can be used to study the behavioural traits of many
animal models currently used in brain sciences such as the nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans or the arthropod Drosophila melanogaster. The FlyPi allows the ability to use
several imaging techniques such as ﬂuorescence imaging, calcium imaging, and highresolution movement tracking. The device also allows the modulation of neuronal activity
using opto- and thermogenetics. The FlyPi can be easily built following online instructions
(Chagas and Baden 2017).
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Key outcomes and discussions
Ten students and PhD candidates partook in the three-day project. The participants built
the devices and performed several demo tests starting from the hardware and software
components provided by the facilitators. The ﬁnal apparatus, the FlyPi, consists of a
Raspberry Pi machine assembled in a 3D-printed structure, equipped with a highresolution camera for conducting imaging experiments. The portable lab also allows the
implementation of other Arduino compatible modules and, therefore, the possibility to
perform other neuroscience experimental paradigms such as optogenetics, ﬂuorescence
microscopy or behavioural tests. For example, during the project, optical and thermal
components were added to the base design of the FlyPi by the participants. Throughout
the course of the workshop, the young researchers had the opportunity to get hands-on
experience with electronic components soldering during several "hacking" sessions. The
project sessions were interspersed with scientiﬁc talks about open science and
reproducible research. Two social events aimed to promote the integration and
collaboration between the participants and the sharing of ideas and knowledge among the
community were also organised as part of the hackathon. An ending presentation to
summarise the activity performed during the project was ﬁnally conducted during the last
day of the workshop.

Conclusions
The three-day event presented here provided the opportunity for young researchers in the
ﬁeld of neuroscience to build an open, aﬀordable, customizable experimental setting
device.
The FlyPi units that were built by the participants during the project were given to the young
researchers, allowing them to freely modify the source code, customise the hardware
components based on their scientiﬁc theoretical and experimental demands, and to
perform automated investigations in accordance with the open science spirit of the
workshop.
The project, as part of the AoN Brainhack Warsaw (Craddock et al. 2016), focused on open
source software and hardware approaches to research with the intention to reduce the
costs of present science and make research more reproducible, transparent and robust in
the future.
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